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BMBMVB
Sep 26, 2018
Many of my choices were ticked as average The carers looking after my mother were
exceptional and took excellent care of her (Within the limitations of staffing etc) The last
months of my mothers life were very distressing as a result of an over bearing manager who
we had to fight with tooth and nail. Her attitude to my mother and the decisions that she felt
she could make were outrageous. We stood firm and managed after a lot of heart ache and
stress to get an appropriate outcome. We felt we were not just acting for our mother but all
the other vulnerable people who had no one to support them. The organisation did respond
after much persistence from my family. Changes for everyone came about and the manager
left.

Eliezer838
Apr 20, 2016
The family have been very happy with the care shown toward our parents by the many
exceptional staff.
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